9:00-9:45  **Cutler Lecture, Heather Gerken, Yale Law School** “A New Take on Voice and Exit in Federalism”

9:50-11:05  **Panel 1: Privacy and Democracy**

Moderator: Heather Gerken, Yale Law

- Jim Gardner, University of Buffalo Law School, *Privacy and Democratic Citizenship*
- Ned Foley, Moritz School of Law, *Secret Ballots and Recounts*
- John Fortier, American Enterprise Institute, *Privacy and Ballots vs. Petitions*

11:05-11:55  **Break**

11:15 - 12:30  **Panel 2: Disclosure and Elections**

Moderator: Rebecca Hulse, William & Mary Law

- Richard Briffault, Columbia Law, *Campaign Finance Disclosure*
- William McGeveran, University of Minnesota Law, *The Search for Principles in Electoral Disclosure Rules*
- Chris Hoofnagle, Boalt, *The Usefulness of Disclosure*
- Priscilla Regan and Deborah Johnson, *Voting Transparency and Disclosure Transparency*

12:30-1:30  **Lunch**

1:30-3:00  **Panel 3: Privacy, Elections, and Technology**

Moderator: Danielle Citron, University of Maryland Law

- Jeremy Epstein, Computer Scientist, SRI International, *Internet Voting and Privacy*
- Nichole Rustin-Paschal, Electronic Privacy Information Center, *Online Behavioral Advertising and Political Campaigns*
- Guy Charles, Duke Law and Sunshine Hillygus, Duke Political Scientist, *Political Parties’ Use of Voter Information*
- Ann Bartow, University of South Carolina Law, *Voter Profiling and the Gender Gap*